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Rat Invaders: Islands Fighting Back AgainstRat Invaders: Islands Fighting Back Against
Killer RodentsKiller Rodents
The world's biggest rat-killing campaign underway on South Georgia Island.

A light-mantled sooty albatross looks down on Gold Harbour, South Georgia

Island. 
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By Roff Smith, for National Geographic
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South Georgia Island, a lonely British Antarctic territory in

the far South Atlantic, has a rat problem.

Since the furry stowaways landed here aboard sealing and whaling

ships in the 19th century, they've been wreaking ecological havoc on the

island and its ground-nesting seabirds by preying on the birds and their eggs.

Enter an international team of wildlife biologists, who have recently

completed the second phase of history's largest rat-eradication program on

the remote island.

Braving appalling weather in the run-up to the Antarctic winter, the
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group's helicopter pilots logged hundreds of hours in perilous flying

conditions to spread nearly 200 tons of rat poison over 224 square miles (580

square kilometers) of South Georgia's coastline.

The ultimate goal: To rid this once supreme seabird habitat of its

millions of rats once and for all. South Georgia was probably the richest

seabird-breeding area in the world when British Captain James Cook visited

it in 1775, according to Tony Martin of the University of Dundee, who leads

the rat-eradication campaign on behalf of the South Georgia Heritage Trust.

(See more pictures of South Georgia.)

Now the island has less than one percent of its original seabird

population, he said. "And that is down to rats. This is a human-induced

problem, and it is down to humans to do something about it."

And they are. This recent bait drop follows a successful trial two years

ago, which cleared 10 percent of South Georgia of the invasive rodents. Next

year, Martin said, the group plans to return and finish the job, hopefully

rendering South Georgia rat-free by 2015.

"This is ten times bigger than anything that has ever been attempted

anywhere else," Martin said.

Oh, Rats: Getting Rid of Rodents

South Georgia's ambitious rat-eradication campaign may be the

world's biggest at the moment, but it's far from the only one. (Watch a video

of rats at night.)

Many of the world's most biologically important island ecosystems

have been invaded by rats. Many seabirds nest, breed, and raise their young

on islands because they've been historically safe from predators—until rats

came along.

What's more, while islands may represent only 5 percent of the world's

land mass, they account for half of all the world's endangered species.
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As of last count 435 islands around the world have been cleared of

rats, according to Island Conservation, an organization that works to remove

invasive species on islands. It's a number that is growing quickly, and so is the

success rate.

The projects try their best not to hurt the species they're supposed to

protect.

For one, the rat poison, brodifacoum, is not water soluble, so it can't

leach into the groundwater or poison waterways.

Some seabird scavengers could eat stricken rats and become ill, though

the rat carcasses are hard to find: The poison makes the rats photophobic, or

shy of light, so the rodents usually retreat to their burrows before dying.

It's possible that a few duck or other birds may ingest the poisonous

pellets, but since rats eat thousands and possibly millions of chicks a year

overall, poison is still the better strategy, experts say.

"This is a war that is being won island by island," said Brad Keitt, the

group's director of conservation. (Also see "Giant Killer Mice Decimating Rare

Seabirds.")

Even so, "each island, of course, brings with it its own challenges," said

veteran helicopter pilot Peter Garden, a New Zealander who worked on rat-

eradication projects in Campbell Island, South Georgia, the Seychelles, the

South Pacific, Alaska, and the Caribbean.

"South Georgia was especially tough," he said. "Its remote location in

the South Atlantic made it a huge logistical challenge, and ... it receives some

ferocious weather.

"The fact that it is also the largest breeding area in the South Atlantic
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for seabirds means that there are always lots of large birds sharing the

airspace, and this creates quite a hazard for us. We are operating around 150

feet [46 meters] above the ground, where a lot of bird activity occurs."

Here are some islands that are aggressively ridding their homes of

rats.

New Zealand

New Zealanders lead the field when it comes to getting rid of rats,

according to Martin.

"They began focusing on rat eradication on their own islands back in

the 1980s in order to try to preserve their native wildlife. Over the years

they've had a lot of successes, developed a huge amount of expertise, and in

the 1990s began perfecting the science of using helicopters to make aerial bait

drops over large areas." (Also see "Drug-filled Mice Airdropped Over Guam to

Kill Snakes.")

New Zealand's successful campaign to remove nearly a quarter of a

million brown rats from Campbell Island—a 44-square-mile (114-square-

kilometer) sub-Antarctic island—was the world's largest rat-eradication

project when it was completed in 2001. Twelve years later the island is rat-

free and the once critically endangered Campbell Island teal—a duck that fell

victim to the rats—has bounced back. (See seabird pictures.)

Sophisticated poison-dispersal techniques using GPS guidance and

specially designed spreader buckets slung under the helicopters were

developed for the Campbell Island operation, and went on to pave the way for

the much larger one on South Georgia.

Lord Howe Island, Australia

A U.S. $9 million program to eradicate an estimated 130,000 rats on

the island, a subtropical paradise located 370 miles (595 kilometers) off

Australia's eastern coast, was launched in July 2012.
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Rats originally arrived aboard the S.S. Makambo, which ran aground

on the north end of the island in June 1918. It was a catastrophe—at least 30

species of wildlife have since disappeared completely from the island, while

another 13 species remain under threat. Lord Howe Island has often been

cited as a worst-case example of rat devastation.

Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia

Sometimes described as the Galápagos of the north, the chain of

islands in British Columbia has some of the largest remaining seabird

colonies in Canada.

At one time these seabirds could be counted in the hundreds of

thousands, but three centuries of rat infestation have whittled their numbers

down to 20,000 or so.

Last September a rat-eradication program was launched, and so far

two of the islands have been cleared of rats.

Galápagos Islands, Ecuador

The breathtaking island chain off Ecuador's coast, famous for its bird

and reptile life, is home to an estimated 180 million rats—courtesy of the

whalers who often stopped here in centuries past.

As elsewhere, the rodents have been an ecological disaster, devouring

every single tortoise hatchling for the past hundred years.

Last November the Ecuadorian government set into motion South

America's biggest rat-eradication scheme, hoping to have the island chain free

of rats by 2020.
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Eerie Images of Hong Kong Concealed by SmogEerie Images of Hong Kong Concealed by Smog

The city's expansive skyline is now barely visible beyond the thick pollution.
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Shrouded in Ice and Fog, This City Is the Coldest in the WorldShrouded in Ice and Fog, This City Is the Coldest in the World

With temperatures hovering around -40 below in the winter months, life in Yakustsk,
Siberia...
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Your brain uses it to protect you.
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Why Do Moose Shed Their Antlers?Why Do Moose Shed Their Antlers?

Male moose—the world's largest deer—go to great lengths to allure females.
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Starving Polar Bear Photographers On What They’d Do.. .Starving Polar Bear Photographers On What They’d Do.. .

They faced an onslaught of attention after their video went viral, but now the two wildlife...
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Face of 9,000-Year-Old Teenager ReconstructedFace of 9,000-Year-Old Teenager Reconstructed

The meticulous process, based on a skull from a Greek cave, reveals how our facial features
have...

Why Archaeologists Are Excited About a Viking CombWhy Archaeologists Are Excited About a Viking Comb

It's a 1,000-year-old comb simply inscribed with the word "comb," but it may hold clues to
the...
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Ancient Maps Show Islands That Don't Really ExistAncient Maps Show Islands That Don't Really Exist

For centuries, mapmakers have conjured up islands that only exist in the imagination.
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Bloodsucking Ticks Make Cement to Attach to Your SkinBloodsucking Ticks Make Cement to Attach to Your Skin

The disease-carrying parasites' natural glue could also hold a key to healing us.

How the U.S. Government Shutdown Could.. .How the U.S. Government Shutdown Could.. .

When Congress can't agree on a budget, scientific research and environmental cleanup
often...
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What It 's Like to Live Where the Air Is ToxicWhat It 's Like to Live Where the Air Is Toxic

Deteriorating air quality in India's capital territory is the new normal.
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A World Without Waste? AbsolutelyA World Without Waste? Absolutely

Investing in our planet: We’re working to bring people together to help us take back a
bottle or...

M A G A Z I N E

They Are Watching You—and Everything Else on the PlanetThey Are Watching You—and Everything Else on the Planet

Technology and our increasing demand for security have put us all under surveillance. Is
privacy...
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Frogs Tote Tiny Radios to Save Their SpeciesFrogs Tote Tiny Radios to Save Their Species

Scientists recently released hundreds of harlequin frogs to learn more about a deadly...
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Advanced Plumbing and Metalwork Found on Ancient Greek.. .Advanced Plumbing and Metalwork Found on Ancient Greek.. .

Thousands of years ago, the Greek island of Keros was a sprawling metropolis.

6-Foot Iguana Shot With Crossbow Rescued in Florida6-Foot Iguana Shot With Crossbow Rescued in Florida

The animal was shot several times and needed emergency surgery upon arrival at a wildlife
center.
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Sac Full  of Deadly Spiders Opened and Milked for VenomSac Full  of Deadly Spiders Opened and Milked for Venom

These Australian funnel web spiders were found in a garden and brought to a zoo, where...
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The curious case of a woman who can smell Parkinson’s reminds us our noses are our first
defense...
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Divorced at 15: Inside the Lives of Child BridesDivorced at 15: Inside the Lives of Child Brides

For Syrian refugee families in Turkey, early marriage is seen as a pathway to security
though...
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Chameleon Bones Glow in the Dark, Even Through SkinChameleon Bones Glow in the Dark, Even Through Skin

A new study reveals that the color changers can also glow in the dark under ultraviolet light.

Animals Are Shrinking and Freezing to Death.. .Animals Are Shrinking and Freezing to Death.. .

Unusual weather brought by climate change is making it tough for muskoxen to get food—
and...
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Magnificent Ancient Buildings Hewn From Living RockMagnificent Ancient Buildings Hewn From Living Rock

From towering temples to artistic tombs, humans have been carving structures from cliff
faces and...
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‘Cit ies, Businesses, and Citizens Can Save the Planet’‘Cities, Businesses, and Citizens Can Save the Planet’

So says former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, now an activist on climate
change...

World's Largest Underwater Cave DiscoveredWorld's Largest Underwater Cave Discovered

Joining two previously known underwater caves, the newly discovered system is 215 miles...
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